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In this paper, we analyze the time (viz., the number of cycles) to reach any given crack size in a

fatigue life test using a gamma stochastic process. It is assumed that the time increments are non-

stationary but independent for each specimen while the shape parameter of the gamma distribution

is a function of the crack length. In addition, using a random effect model, the between-specimen

variability is explained by modeling the scale parameter of the process with a gamma distribution.

This yields explicit formulas for the marginal lifetime distributions, the associated mean and variance,

which boosts computational efficiency.
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1 Introduction

In the industrial and manufacturing design, modeling the fatigue crack growth properties has been an

important research problem since failure risk and reliability analyses, inspection planning and main-

tenance policy all depend on the accuracy of the probabilistic model describing the material behavior.

Different modeling approaches have been studied by numerous researchers [1–24]. In particular, Kozin

and Bogdanoff [11] stated that (i) for a single specimen, the crack growth evolution over time (viz.,

the number of cycles) can be modeled as a stochastic Markov process; (ii) the between-specimen

variability of crack growth behavior can be modeled by treating suitable parameters of the stochastic

process model as random quantities; and (iii) modeling the time to first reach a given crack length

as a stochastic process over the crack length domain is the proper approach to study fatigue crack

growth.

Here, a non-homogeneous gamma process model is studied for analyzing the time to reach a given
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